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chmi?ef INTRODUCTION

WHO, in his lifetime, has not envied legendary wearers of invisible

cloaks and drinkers of alterative potions and elixirs, those fortunate

nonconformists who can disencumber themselves of their trite iden-

tities, to become unrecognized and immune? Who cannot recollect that as

a child he tingled expectantly behind the shelter of a death's head, luxuriat-

ing for a little while on Hallowe'en in the glee of frightening others as he

himself might be frightened, no longer a child but a phantasm, a spook with

fell and monstrous designs? As modern adults, our belief held back by the

confession of impossibilities, we envy the fabulous; as children, with still

uncurbed imaginations, we accept and participate in the magical. For magic,

in essence, is the means by which the ineffective personality may be over-

come, augmented, reenforced by recourse to supernatural powers: the greater

the awareness of helplessness, the greater the reliance upon the supraphysical.

That man may explain what otherwise cannot be understood, it has been his

wont to create gods after the images of his own experience, gods in human,

animal, or other animate forms. Among societies, be they primitive or

sophisticated, in which the members feel themselves impotent before the

forces they have personalized — gods and demons, heroes, sprites, ogres,

bogles and genii major and minor — the personality of these incarnate forces

is assumed mimetically whenever they are to be invoked, duplicated, or

controlled. The priest, exorcist, or medicine-man becomes, for the duration

of the rite, a reflection of the image itself. It follows, logically and anthropo-

logically, that these supernatural beings must also set forth, to a notably

succinct degree, the traits and attributes of their originals in nature, and

man's ageless impulse to interpolate his own faculties into the non-human.

Every human possesses an ego, a self-consciousness of the individual's dis-

tinction from other selves. A god, a demon, a spirit of trees, water, fire or

fear, existing as an extended counterpart of a human concept of particular

qualities, must likewise be so much the more alive to his singularity. Thus
the souls, the dispositions, the characters given to these projected copies of

man's own mind are both more and less human. They are more human
because their strength is as great as stretch of fancy will allow, less so because

they are also unqualified. The egos ascribed to them are at once simplified

and enlarged, in order as types to reduce them to comprehension, and as

powers to be makeweights for man's defects. Were the ego a wholly abstract

quantity, denoted by a symbol such as a number or the letter "x", to depict

it would be as easy as drawing a cypher on a slate, and just as destitute of art.

But this element which sets every human apart from every other is capable



of representation; it has a bodily area of expression where emotion, sensa-

tion, and thought are revealed. And this area is also that by which the

human being first learns he is explicitly differentiated from his kind, the

most informative portion of the figure, the seat of four of the five senses, of

mentation and response, the head and face. Change the face, and the ego

is changed; alter the ego, and the human becomes what he would be, not

what he is.

What the human would be and do were it not for his frailties is one of the

causes — perhaps the primal cause — of art. For through art man converts

the realities of the perceivable world into what coincides with his desires;

through art he precipitates the intangibles of hate and love, hope and fear,

anger and joy, that they may, in measurable form, be better defied or obeyed.

It is the realm of wish made sensible. Yet in the long history of man's efforts

to make up for life's poignant and terrible enigmas by interpreting the

enigma of beauty, art without use, without practical purpose, is a recent

adventure. The aesthetic sense, which is concerned with the nature and

judgment of beauty rather than the moral or useful, is present at all stages of

culture. But in very few is this sense exercised as an end; an object's use,

not beauty, is most often the occasion for its existence. When something not

necessarily the first responsibility of art — a teacup, a piece of furniture, an

implement of any sort — is given aesthetic properties beyond mere function,

so that it may move the onlooker more vitally, it belongs within the decora-

tive arts. If it has no other use than aesthetic appeal, it belongs within what

we call the fine arts. A museum of the decorative arts, then, is no shadow-box

wherein works of art are isolated from their application, to be viewed as

solitary stimuli to the most delicate of man's emotional or intellectual states.

Relation must always be the motif of the pieces exhibited: relation to each

other, and to the use man has made of them. A visitor asks too that the pieces

should have some further justification: this lies in the degree to which they

have been subjected to aesthetic processes. In selecting masks as an exhibition

theme, the Cooper Union Museum presents them in historical and geo-

graphical sequence as utilitarian objects which are also artistic expressions.

They are not, to be sure, utilitarian in the same context that a lamp, a side-

board, or a birdcage is utilitarian; we have grown unskillful with the

apparatus of serious illusion, and utility for the attainment of results beyond

the temporal is no longer part of our idea. To present a new face to the

world, to alter his ego for better (or worse), modern man resorts to many

stratagems: only in the theatre, or at some festival, does he now employ the

mask. There is something mischievous, snide, disreputable, in our sup-

posedly straightforward age, about so innocent a ruse. Our admiration of

the self-made man breeds distrust of a means whereby man may make him-



self over thus abruptly: the mask has been relegated to the carnival and to

the criminally inclined. But from the paleolithic "Sorcerer of Trois Freres",

frolicking balefully on his cave wall, to W. T. Benda and Eve Peri, masks

have been not only accessories of magic, drama, and ritual, but instruments

by which the inhibited, vulnerable personality becomes another self for

tangible ends. They have also been the domain of artists, sometimes uninten-

tional, sometimes calculated. As both art and artifacts, they are here offered

to the public.

Gold, silver, copper, tin and bronze; stone of all kinds, from crystal to

steatite; terra cotta, porcelain and clay; cloth embroidered or plain; papier-

mache, plaster, wicker-work, corn-husks; woods as different as Alaska fir and

Congo teak; buffalo and antelope hide; gourds, sea-shells and mosaics of glass

have been used for masks. The Indian of the northwest American coastal

area carved his pine logs into huge birds' heads and wolves' muzzles. The
Iroquois, comparatively pastoral, used the dried sheaths of maize. Inca,

Toltec and Chimu burnished their jade and hammered their gold. Central

and West African natives, working in mahogany, lignum vitae, and cast

bronze, fashioned heads and figures both abstract and realistic, horrible or

serene, with a receptivity to the inherent potentials of the material that has

been a seldom-equalled standard for the modern artist. The seafarers of

Oceania used shells, bark and raffia; the Chinese molded rice-paper; and their

neighbours the Japanese, those cunning artificers, carved their paulownia-

wood and cedar, making them life-like with coats of lacquer. The Eskimo

and South Sea Islander, the Egyptian and the Swiss — whoever makes a mask
— must begin with four ideas: of a face, of what its purpose is, how it may
be worn, and what materials at hand will serve. Each bears upon the other,

and at length determines form, effect, and style. A mask, if light enough,

may be large enough to raise the wearer to a giant's height, but it must never

be so clumsy as to interfere with the wearer's role. It must be rigid, for

nothing would ruin the impression so much as to reveal, underneath and

accidentally, a common human face. By modifying, to a greater or lesser

degree, the parts of the face which we connect with character, the mask

inflects the associative tone. Eyeless, it becomes vacant or secretive; a nose

exaggerated, twisted or beaked will excite comparisons with humors and

animals friendly or rapacious; distended cheeks may be jolly or blustering,

and the mouth, smiling, sensual, compressed or awry, can indicate every

temper from malevolence to charity. Unless the wearer is to remain motion-

less, the mask should have three-dimensional versatility: a nod, a toss of the

head, a turn to right or left, should expose the modelling which substitutes,

in a static countenance, for play of expression. Some masks, with mechanical

eyelids, jaws, and lips, can mimic alertness and speech, but the very fact that
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a mask is generally immobile leads to the emphasis on the features which

underscore a personality. One must remember too that since the voice

may give away the mortal, masks are usually for dumb show: their dynamic

must offset silence. Conversely, as symbols of vivid personality, introduced

by chants, music, or a crescendo of dramatic devices, there must be no anti-

climax, no slackening of emotional thrust. Therefore, in an oddly subtle

way, maker and wearer must complement each other; within each should be,

if only latent, a susceptibility to the impersonation, if caricature is not to

result. The substance of the mask must be literally and figuratively "carried

off". For this reason also there is a connection between size, material, and

use: a Poro women's secret society mask (No. 115, illus.) and a Japanese

female No mask (No. 57, illus.) are not only proportioned to the wearer's

physique but to her performance. Function, as much so as in a machine,

adapted to the operator and the product — palpable or impalpable, rain, fer-

tility, an enemy's defeat or the cure of a disease — in the end and no matter

how distorted, must govern the design. Where action is required, masks are

light and detachable; where the figure is stationary or in repose, but awe-

some, they may be unnaturally large and heavy. Decorative invention,

greater than mutilation or cosmetics at their most ingenious, will add to the

inspiration of the maker and the wearer, so that once finished and put on,

the mask will transfigure the human, internally and externally: he becomes

a living work of art, and a working archimage.

Beneath the strata of a prehistoric sanctuary may still rest the rain-making

mask of a Cro-Magnon wizard. Until it is found, we must begin with Egypt,

that radiant graveyard, where between the desert, a river and the cliffs part-

ing the two, a race embalmed its life with thoughts of death, and its dead

that they might live forever. No event is so dreadfully beyond escape as

death, so pitilessly inattentive to prayer, threat or flattery. Especially in a

land where nature's endlessly generous routine of sunshine and renewal of

the soil would lead man to think himself eternal. How this withering pre-

occupation with death originated among so cheery and even ribald a people

we shall probably never know: like all our real beginnings, it can be traced

back, growing ever more barbarous and complicated, until it is lost beneath

the deepest sand. The Egyptian believed in a multipartite soul: the ka or

"double", who lived within the tomb and for whom a statue identical with

the deceased was provided; the ba or soul proper, which could return to the

body in the tomb; and the ikh or spirit which, at the time of death, was

retrieved by the gods of heaven. To insure that these errant phantoms would

return without faltering to their proper host, the Egyptians not only sur-

rounded the body with everything it had used in life, but took wonderful

pains to preserve the body in a lifelike condition. Finally deposited within



the mummy-case, a stylized mask was placed over the face, or made part of

the case itself, that the spirit would know, without hesitation, its earthly

home again. These funerary masks, as with the preponderance of Egyptian

art, are frontally disposed: they look out steadily, and largely expressionless,

into the hot dark of the tomb. For three thousand years their style, with

inconsequential variations, persisted (No. 1, illus.), but at length, after the

Pharaohs had become Greek through the legacies of Alexander the Great,

and the sacred, hoary traditions had disintegrated under the pressure of an

alien virility, we find burial masks (No. 5, illus.) which are real portraits,

half Hellenic, half habitual still: the nobility of unswerving conservatism has

been lost, but the ferment of the Hellenistic world, in which the individual

was no longer a tiny fragment of a divinely inflicted plan, gave the rather

ghoulish craftsmen an opportunity to explore and express the personalities

of their subjects.

The cycle of Egyptian civilization, which for simple historical endurance

shames all but the Chinese, can be used as a scale by which the complexity

and institutions of other civilizations or cultures may be assessed. Different

peoples, as far from the Nile as can be, likewise built mounds and pyramids,

concentrated their social arrangements in a priesthood and a theocracy,

worshipped personified forces of nature, and cowered before death as the last

and insurmountable interruption of selfhood. Throughout our own conti-

nent, along the entire Atlantic seaboard, and as far west as Texas and Okla-

homa, the Moundbuilders threw up flat-topped, conical, or "effigy" mounds
as foundations for temples, sepulchres, or as enormous totem figures. Their

culture, diffused and exotic, can be put together only with the greatest dif-

ficulty, yet it is certain they used masks for funerary purposes: large ocean

shells (No. 8, illus.) rustically but boldly carved, have been found near skulls

or on the chests of skeletons. There is something startlingly provocative

about these button eyes and round piping mouths set in asymmetrical, pallid

faces: they are true ghost-faces, wraithlike and plausibly substantial. But
for all their uncanny charm, the works of the Pre-Columbian inhabitants of

what is now the United States cannot vie with those of the civilizations to

the south; they are the productions of border-dwellers, relatively torpid

borrowers.

It was in Mexico, Yucatan, and in the tonic air of the Andes that art and

ritualistic usage combined to achieve expressions comparable to the Egyp-

tian, and the Graeco-Roman. Let us consider why. Gifted with an intelli-

gence either not possessed, or not used, by their northern neighbours, they

were capable of centuries of meticulous astronomical observation, of con-

ceiving the zero and infinity, of organizing their society into a stable hierarchy

of skills. A benign climate and a fruitful soil made agriculture an industry;



stone and metal of every degree of resistance furnished material for architec-

ture and sculpture. As in all absolutist states, labor — infused, for inspira-

tion, with a sense of religious destiny — was a permanently accessible com-

modity: craftsmanship, from generation to generation, could be improved

and transmitted without hindrance. Rites, temples, and the castes that

utilized them, continued undeviatingly toward greater refinement: the forms

are stylized and codified, and indicate an aesthetic sensibility submitting

without trace of rebellion to ordained laws. Superficially, as with Egyptian

art, the faces tend to sameness, to a blank monotony. But underneath lies

the craftsmen's own observation, recasting the models in subtle ways (Nos. 9,

10, 16, and 17, illus.). Power seasoned in its own continuity, impishness,

even a clinical detachment worthy of the modern neurologist (No. 19),

accentuate the fact that even at its most obedient, humanity feels its own
differences, and is proud of them. At Teotihuacan, a few miles north of

Mexico City, from about 500 A.D. to the fourteenth century, when they were

overwhelmed by the fiercer Aztecs, the Toltec civilization flourished in its

valley. Thanks to the invaders from the north, and their just as ferocious

successors the Conquistadors, we have practically no data, or even tradition,

with which to explain the use of Toltec masks. They were abraded with

emery, rather than carved, or fashioned in terra cotta. Many with flat backs

were doubtless used as symbolic decorations upon walls or altars: the face of

the priest, the king, or the god stared down upon the worshipper. Even in

cases where we know the mask was worn by a dancer (No. 9, illus.), the sup-

pression of detail translates the wearer into an anonymous minor functionary

in a huge inevitable scheme: he becomes, through forswearing his own,

part of the ego of divinity. The gods and demons of the Toltecs — of the

sun, maize, rain, fire and fertility — were borrowed from the Maya and

adopted by the Aztecs: their bloodthirstiness and altruism, overlaid with

fancifully misunderstood Christianity, are met again in the masks of post-

Conquest days.

Much farther to the south, in Peru, three less dour civilizations held sway,

the Early Chimu on the northern coast, the Early Nazca on the southern

coast, and the Tiahuanaco in the Andean uplands near Lake Titicaca. Their

chieftains, priest-kings, were mummified and buried in opulent state, masked

in gold and copper beaten or cast (Nos. 23, 25, 27, and 28, illus.), the essence

of their power sewn on the wrappings that, no longer alive, their dominance

might persist. In all funerary masks, whether Egyptian or Chimu, Mycenaean

or Moundbuilder, we see a fixity and regularity of design; the face is two-

dimensional, frontal, and often symmetrical: from it radiates both the glacial

impersonality of death, and the steadfast personality of the living, an admis-

sion of the defeat of the temporal, and a grim unwillingness to lose vitality.



From 1492 to about 1550 the aboriginal world of Middle America atoned

in its own blood for the harshness of its religion and the obsolete poise of its

society. The Spaniards, infected with that most malignant of spiritual dis-

eases, the lust for loot which justifies itself as holy cause, destroyed the Aztecs,

the Incas, the later Chimu and Nazca, upsetting their delicate social balance

and stunning them into universal slavery within a space of fifty years. In all

conscience, there is nothing to be said for the Spanish Conquest. It debased

the art, debauched the people, hounded the priesthood and harrowed the

popular imagination with incomprehensible dogmas. In their woe, as the

oppressed must do if they are to survive, the Indians transferred much of

their native pantheon to that imposed by the conquerors. Devils there were

aplenty, and the folk-lore of Spain, with its tales of The Cid, the mystery-

plays, lives of the saints, and romances, became a substitute for their dis-

credited faith. Freed from one tradition, and only tentatively accepting

another, aiming to please their overlords and themselves, they plunged into

once forbidden phantasy. Conversion, to be triumphant, must also be popu-

lar, and there is no more certain course than to allow the proselyte to act out,

to share in the mysteries he cannot possibly understand as sermons. Every

martyr, every incubus from the congested nightmare of the late Middle Ages,

became a character in their childlike, extravagant pageant. Foppish Moors

(No. 38, illus.), grimacing devils with asses' ears and cactus horns (Nos. 33, 39,

and 40, illus.), in plaster, tin, silver and wood, enabled the hybrid beliefs

to become intelligible: if the masks are gaudy, so is the primary judgment of

good and evil behind them; if they are outrageous, so was their genesis. And
if at last they return in a measure to the solemn passivity of their Pre-

Columbian forebears (No. 35, illus.), it is because sophistication and archae-

ology have tempered violence.

For a distance of over nine thousand miles, the "mare pacifico ed infinito"

of Ramusio spreads westward from the Middle American coast; bands and

circlets of islands, some no larger than a city block, others capable of support-

ing thousands, arc across the expanse, a loose, attenuated nexus between the

land masses. One would think that in so discrete a chain no commerce, no

connexion would have been possible. Yet the islanders, on rafts and in

canoes, aided by homely sextants of string and lathe, populated all but the

remotest atolls and communicated with one another. Now, in a decimated

and corrupted state, the inexorable dimming of their legends and usages

forces us again to be suppositional in our interpretations. The life of primi-

tive man is so much more beset by demonology than by philosophy that his

faith is rife with monsters. And in an environment such as Oceania com-

munal activity must replace individuality if man is to combat the odds

against him. The devils of pestilence, famine, typhoons, must be chased out

9



of the community by personalities more assertive than themselves (No. 45,

illus.). As if cannibalism and warfare were not gruesome enough, the abso-

lute cruelty of intertribal war itself is heartlessly laid over the human face

(No. 43, illus.), that stoicism will not be challenged. The dead, too, are

perpetuated in masks from New Ireland (No. 46, illus.) worn by dancers at

the annual mourning ceremonies, which bring the departed to life again in

all their frightful vigor. One sees less of the human in these Oceanic masks

than any others: enforced communality smothered the individual, yet the

absence of peremptory artistic tradition gave them a liberty of form that less

diffuse societies do not command.

To overstress the childlike in the use of the mask would be to worry the

theme; but the child, with his psyche more exposed to unanticipated blows

than the adult, resorts more aptly to make-believe as a safeguard or release.

Make-believe, indeed, is easier than analysis, even for the mature. Yet phan-

tasy without action or substance is unconvincing: something in man makes

the demonstration, the visual establishment of his dimmest ideas imperative.

For a child, a stick and his own say-so are enough to make him king or man-

at-arms; an adult, though he may be ever so amenable, looks a little contemp-

tuously on the unaffected pretense of children — he is willing to pretend, but

only with credible accessories. Thus the will to believe, which is childlike,

becomes in the adult the will to make believable, to materialize desire. And
so soon as this takes place, the adult prerogatives of discipline, originality,

and creation introduce the possibility of art. In our resum£ so far we have

seen what might be called "art by contingency" rather than art by intent,

and our own botched aesthetic makes the difference between the two embar-

rassing to define. In primitive cultures the ego, the distinction of self, from

which the artist works in his medium to resolve the paradox of his unique-

ness and his universality, is subordinate to instinct and use. His forms, as

the child's are, may be free to the point of impudence: he asserts, not himself,

but the group's mental image of a personalized force. He is only the means

by which the egos of his supernatural world are set forth. In societies which

are truly sophisticated, art is not fortuitous: the artist reasons, he has stand-

ards of value beyond the practical consequences of his work. He is directed

by use, to be sure, but also by thoughts as to the aesthetic destination of his

product. And he is concerned profoundly with his own emotional reaction

to the idea of a supernatural ego. So it is that when magic yields to the rules

of style and creativeness, when sorcery at last complies with the artist's claim

to a personality magical in its own right, we leave behind the irrational,

abject attitude of mind of the primitive and enter an inquisitive, organized

self-consciousness that is civilized art.

The continent of Asia and its island fringe have been the seat of civiliza-
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tion longer than any part of the world save Egypt and Mesopotamia — when
our European ancestors were prising up megaliths, the Chinese had already

invented the musical scale, and were working in bronze and ceramics. In

Japan, as in Greece (Greek masks, for reasons of availability, are scarcely

represented in the exhibition), the celebration of generative magic at plant-

ing time, of thanksgiving at the harvest, was accompanied by dancing and

revelry. By processes of association, the rude plots and impersonations which

gradually penetrated the ritual became a formalized religious asset: the

characters of gods and human beings conveyed ethical precepts and heroic

deeds, music and poetry added their own content, and creative criticism, for

refinement of effect, produced the No drama. With their dazzling craftsman-

ship and facility in a stylization exempt from dullness, the Japanese court

actors, musicians, poets, and sculptors conspired together to show forth the

focal characteristics of the more than three hundred roles. The No play

is a day-long performance in five parts, each having to do, in the following

order, with Buddhist or Shinto deities, the ghosts of warriors, noble ladies

(No. 57, illus.), various manifestations of human nature, and demons and

goblins. The panorama of types and temperaments is relatively complete;

the audience must be instructed, moved, entertained, and the religious back-

ground satisfied. The artist, always pressing on to a more ample gratification

of himself and the requirements made of him, exalts both: the mask is no

longer a means to an end, but an end in itself. What can summon up more

of man's emotional creativeness than the religious drama? What is more

comprehensive, more serious or joyful, more open to shared inspiration?

When superstition, which is based upon fear, gives way to the confidence of

reasoning faith, and all aspects of nature are fitted by the artist into the

entrancing moral chronicle of man's discovery of his own spirit, the per-

sonalities multiply endlessly (Nos. 64, 67, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83, and 87, illus.):

humor replaces cold terror, reverence replaces intimidation, and even the

promise of retribution is lifted to a reassuring plane. The Orient, with its

acceptance of the limits of individuality and discipline, released the egos,

real and imaginary, of humans and divinities, and through art related both

to each other.

After defining the civilized, to re-enter the primitive is possibly agreeable

and certainly hazardous. And when cult objects, such as those of Negro

Africa, have also become to some extent decorative cult properties of our

own, the shock may be perplexing. Negro African art, the quintessence of

the primitive, has had great influence, but that is because of the weight of its

novelty, its incitement to the unconventional, not because our application

of it is the same, or because its intention has been imparted. The African

worships his ancestors, who are all-seeing and must be continuously appeased.
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He conceives of a host of nature deities who promote fertility, natural

phenomena, the random activities of animals; to these prayers and sacrifices

are made. He believes in magic, and in the agency through which magic

is effected, the fetish. His secret societies, in which political, social, or reli-

gious rites are preserved, regulate all the crucial acts of his life. His position

in society is hereditary and irrevocable. Contrary to the civilized man's point

of view, which rejects pain as a good, the African Negro incorporates atro-

cious tests of endurance into his life, which in most respects is an ordeal,

a sustained, prodigiously complex ritual ended only by death. His concep-

tion of the world is so swarming with spirits to be propitiated, and customs

to be served, that he has no time to consider what he himself is like: hence

his masks, which are more common and various than those of any other cul-

ture, are the least lifelike. His forms are determined by arbitrary sculptural

tradition, and by his almost complete freedom from any obligation to be

naturalistic. The mask may be worn on top of the head, as an insignia

(Nos. 88 and 104, illus.), or over the entire head as a helmet (Nos. 90, 93,

95, 96, 101, 117, and 118, illus.). It may be held before the face by a handle

(No. 98, illus.), or bound upon the face (Nos. 100, 106, 108, 110, 115, and

120, illus.), or worn as a costume accessory (No. 103, illus.). For us, so

remote from the African Negro's habit of thought, what is the extraordinary

artistic validity of these objects? It lies in the effortlessness with which energy

has been impressed upon three-dimensional form, the savage stamina that

electrifies and humiliates our effete traditions, the perverse gallantry that

makes of life a supernatural spectacle even more distressing than reality,

and then proceeds to realize it visually, that it may be mastered. This art

is belligerent, but not degraded by sentiment; lurid but outspokenly honest,

it assaults form with neither timidity nor affectation. If the new-found enter-

prise of some modern art is due to these qualities, we are the healthier.

Little is left us of the Pre-Columbian culture of North America: the

Indians have disappeared, or subsist as curiosities. The pristine sweep of

forest and prairie, a wilderness not to be outwitted except by machines, led

the eastern aborigines to personify the storms and rigorous climatic changes

as terrible bodiless spirits with long hair and goggling eyes, to be conciliated

by imitative ritual. The False-Face Society of the Iroquois, whose five

nations inhabited New York, cut their masks (Nos. 122, 126, and 131,

illus.) from living trees (to trap the living spirit within the wood), and wore

them in their medicinal or propitiatory dances. The corn-husk, the skin

of their staple food, was plaited into the face of a fertility spirit (No. 123,

illus.), and the white man, superior, sinister or ridiculous, became in many

instances the model for the medicine-man (No. 131, illus.). In the South-

west, where life is less adverse, the masks of the Kachina dancers (Nos. 139
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and 141, illus.) represent deceased members of the clan, who live among the

shades in a blessed underworld, reincarnated to act as intercessors between

men and gods. The dead, with supernatural powers, may bring rain, avert

calamities, embolden men in time of war, and heal the sick. The forms are

abstract, as befits the disembodied, and made of materials — wood, hide, and

gourds — which in themselves possess the animistic virtues of their origin.

On the Northwest coast, the tribes with melodious names, the Quileute,

Nootka, Kwakiutl, Tlingit and Haida, carved masks (Nos. 145, 146, 148, 152,

and 155, illus.) to represent animals and birds, monsters and spirits, totems

as guardians of the individual or founders of the clan. So real are these alter

egos that they are provided with movable eyelids and mouths, with which

to sleep, wink, talk, and howl. They may even be in two sections, mechani-

cally thrown back or removed, signifying the transformation of the wearer.

Still farther north, the Eskimos have denaturalized the faces of humans and

animals to the point where the distorted environment in which they live,

and its mood of austerity, are simulated for the magician's wear, though not

without drollery (No. 165, illus.).

We have seen how man's discontent with himself, his tendency to account

for what he does not understand in personified terms, and his inveterate love

of mystery and privileged authority, have given him the vision of a super-

natural world. Man concedes an ego to his gods and devils, his heroes and

his mythical analogues. In the rites by which these spirits are worshipped,

to vanquish their evil aims or secure their aid, man imitates them by

donning the mask, the least mistakable means of hiding his own earthly

shortcomings, and liberating the occult personality. Doing so, man dis-

charges two rudimental longings, to transfigure himself, and to externalize

his gods. And when he advances from the primitive to the civilized, he

still keeps the mask and cultivates it as a self-expression. The tranquil com-

posure of a saint (No. 167, illus.), or the light-minded restlessness of an

eighteenth century aristocrat (No. 173, illus.) may be put on or off at will;

folk customs, in which the primitive survives in blither shapes (Nos. 179,

and 183, illus.), retain the mask so that an undramatic villager may be, on

festival days, a kobold, a Lorelei, or a queen. Our modern stage uses masks

(Nos. 175, 191, and 193, illus.) but only when the actor's talents are unavail-

ing: we lean too much upon verbal play to inject so inarticulate and ab-

normal a feature. The theatre has dissevered itself from the religious rite,

the dance no longer celebrates a devotion, and magic has given way to cloud-

seeding and sleight-of-hand. But whenever man resolves that he would be

otherwise, whenever animism and witchcraft gain the upper hand, he

charms, terrifies, and surpasses himself with the visage of his imagination.

Everett P. Lesley, Jr.
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CATALOGUE
(The numbers set in parentheses after the description of the objects

refer to the owners of the objects, as shown in the list of Contributors
to the Exhibition printed on page 20. An asterisk (*) indicates that

the object is illustrated.)

EGYPT AND GREECE
* 1. Mummy mask; cloth and gesso, gilded

and painted; Egypt, late Dynastic (10)

2. Mask of Medusa; bronze; Egypt or Greece,

1st century B.C. (8)

3. Statuette or an actor wearing a mask of

Pan; bronze; Greece, late Hellenistic (8)

4. Statuette of an actor wearing a grotesque

mask; bronze; Greece, late Hellenistic (8)

* 5. Burial mask; plaster with glass eyes;

Egypt, early 2nd century (8)

6. Mummy mask of a young girl; plaster and
gesso; Egypt, 2nd century (10)

7. Burial mask; plaster; Egypt, 2nd century

(8)

COLUMBIAN AMERICA
Shell mask; Tennessee Moundbuilders

(26)

Dance mask; terra cotta; Valley of Mexico

(1)

Flat-backed mask of a human face; mar-
ble; Valley of Mexico (1)

Flat-backed mask of a human face; onyx;

Tula, Hidalgo, Mexico (1)

Small mask; clay, painted white, red, and
buff; El Corral, Atzcapotzalco, Mexico (1)

Small mask; baked clay; Mexico (1)

Small mask; terra cotta; Valley of Mexico

(1)

Small mask; terra cotta; Valley of Mexico

(1)

Large mask with hollowed back; meta-
morphosed rock, possibly jadeite; Toltec-

Teotihuacan style, Mexico (5)

Human head; diorite; Mexico (5)

Small head of a smiling man; green stone;

Olmec style, Mexico (5)

Asymmetrical stone head of man with
neuralgia; gray stone; Guerrero (?) , Mex-
ico (5)

Mask; mottled green stone with brown
patina; Mexico, 1507 (5)

Small mask; dark green stone; Mexico (5)

Mask; onyx; Toltec style, Mexico (8)

Burial mask; beaten gold; Peru, early

Chimu (13)

Burial mask; beaten silver; Arequipa,
Peru, early Chimu (13)

. Burial mask; beaten gold; Peru, early

Chimu (40)

Burial mask; copper; Peru, Chimu (40)
Burial mask; copper, with inlaid eyes of

mussel shell and mica; Peru, Chimu (40)
False face from a mummy bundle; woven
fabric, painted, hair; Pachacamac, Peru,
about 1000 A.D. (37)

MODERN MEXICO, CENTRAL, AND
SOUTH AMERICA

29. Religious mask representing a jaguar;

painted papier-mache, dog hair and teeth;

Tehuantepec, Mexico, 20th century (2)

30. Two miniature masks; carved wood;
Michoacan, Mexico, 20th century (20)

31. Festival mask, "El Viejo"; wood, carved
and painted; Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Mex-
ico, early 20th century (20)

32. Festival mask of a bearded man; wood,
carved and painted; Mexico, early 20th
century (20)

* 33. Festival mask of an animal demon; tin;

Tarascan tribe, Michoacan, Mexico, 1934

(20)

34. Dance mask; wood and hair; Yaqui In-

dians, Mexico (23)
* 35. Decorative mask; painted papier-mache;

by German Cueto, Mexico City, contem-
porary (20)

36. Decorative mask; wood, carved and
painted; by German Cueto, Mexico City,

contemporary (20)

37. Dance mask representing a devil; painted

papier-mache, fur, wool and glass; Mexi-
capan, Guerrero, Mexico (21)

* 38. Dance mask representing a Moor; wood,
painted and gilded; Guatemala, about

1850 (23)
* 39. Religious mask representing a devil;

beaten silver; Umala district, Bolivia, 18th

century (23)

* 40. Dance mask of a demon; painted and
glazed plaster; Oruro district, Bolivia (21)

41. Miniature mask of a devil; painted and
glazed plaster; Chutas Indians, Cocha-

bamba district, Bolivia (21)

42. Dance or ceremonial mask; wood; Chile

(23)

OCEANIA
* 43. Ceremonial mask used in battle rites;

wood and seed-pods; New Caledonia (14)

44. Death mask; wood; New Hebrides (23)
* 45. Devil-chaser mask; painted wood; Mort-

lock Island, South Central Carolines (14)

* 46. Dance mask for a reincarnation rite;

painted wood, bark and shell; New Ire-

land (1)

47. Ceremonial mask; wood; New Ireland

(37)

48. Ceremonial mask; basketry-work; Abelam,
New Guinea (1)

49. Yam mask; basketry-work with feathers

and hair; Tchambuli, New Guinea (1)
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50. Mask worn as a headdress; basketry-work

and feathers; Tchambuli, New Guinea

W
• , .-

51. Ancestor cult mask; wood, painted white,

red, and black; New Guinea (8)

52. Initiation mask; painted wood; Sepik

River, New Guinea (23)

53. Initiation mask; woven fiber with pipe-

clay surface; Sepik River, New Guinea

(37)

54. Initiation mask; painted wood; Sepik

River, New Guinea (37)

55. Initiation mask; wood, fibre and bark;

Sepik River, New Guinea (37)

56. Bird's head initiation mask; woven fibre

with pipe-clay surface; Sepik River, New
Guinea (37)

FAR EAST
* 57. No mask, "Magojiro"; lacquered wood:

Japan, probably 18th century (23)

58. No mask, demon; wood; Japan, 18th cen-

tury (8)

59. No mask, "Katobide"; wood and gesso-

made by Yukan, Japan, 17th century (8)

60. No mask of an old man; lacquered wood
with rope trim; Japan, 18th century (8)

61. No mask, "Masugami"; wood; Japan, 17th

century (8)

62. No mask; painted wood; Japan, 19th cen

tujy (20)

63. No mask; painted wood and hair; Japan,
19th century (20)

* 64. Court dancer's (Bu-gaku) mask; wood,

Japan, 19th century (?) (7)

65. Theatrical mask of a smiling demon; lac-

quered wood; Japan, 18th century (7)

66. Theatrical mask of a demon; wood and
gesso; Japan (7)

* 67. Theatrical mask of a smiling demon;
wood, metal eyes; Japan, 18th century

0)
68. Theatrical mask of a smiling woman;

wood; Japan (7)

69. Monkey mask; wood; Tokio, Japan, Mo-
moyama period, late 16th century (17)

70. Miniature masks, Netsuke; wood; Japan,
18th century (10)

71. Miniature masks, Netsuke; wood and
ivory; Japan, 18th and 19th centuries

(37)

72. Mask for Kagura, Fuchi Kashira (sword

fitting) ; copper and silver; by Nagatsune
(1722-1787) , Kioto School, Japan (10)

73. Mask for Kashira (sword fitting) , "Comic
Head"; copper and silver; by Mototane
(1830-1911) , Ishiguro School, Japan (10)

74. Mask for an actor in a Lamaist mystery
play; painted wood and gesso; Tibet, 19th

century (8)
* 75. Makara (aerial demon) mask from a

Lamaist mystery play; papier-mache and
gesso; Tibet, 19th century (22)

76. Mask of a cow demon; gesso and cloth;

Tibet, 19th century (23)

EAST INDIES
* 77. Mask of a horned demon; painted wood;

Longglat Pahangei, Borneo (1)

78. Mask of Toewalen (clown) part of the

Wayang Wong drama; painted wood; Bali,

late 19th century (1)
* 79. Mask of a grinning man; painted wood;

Bali (23)

80. Theatrical mask; painted wood; Java (23)
* 81. Theatrical mask of a prince; wood and

cloth; Java, 19th century (35)

82. Theatrical mask; painted wood; Java (7)

* 83. Theatrical mask of a monkey god; painted

wood; Java (1)

84. Mask of a harelipped man; painted wood;
Ceylon (?) (1)

85. Devil dancer's mask; painted wood; Cey-

lon (1)

86. Devil dancer's mask for a medical ritual;

painted wood; Ceylon (8)
* 87. Ceremonial mask of a man with head-

dress of cobras; painted wood; Ceylon (8)

AFRICA
* 88. Water-spirit mask; wood; Sudan (16)

89. Mask of a horned animal (gazelle?) ;

painted wood; French Sudan, late 19th

century (37)
* 90. Helmet mask: wood with raffia trim; Ba-

bindji tribe, Belgian Congo (14) (Cover)

91. Woman's mask; painted wood; Bushongo
tribe, Belgian Congo (14)

92. Woman's mask; painted wood; Bushongo
tribe, Belgian Congo (14)

* 93. Sorcerer's mask; wood and feathers; Bush-
ongo-Bakuba people, Belgian Congo (14)

94. Bombo mask; wood, cloth, beads, shells

and bronze; Bakuba tribe, Belgian Congo

(22)
* 95. Hood mask; cloth, cowry shells, beads and

raffia; Bakuba tribe, Belgian Congo (31)
* 96. Woman's mask; wood, raffia and leather;

Batshioko tribe, Belgian Congo, before

1830 (32)

97. Miniature mask; ivory; Bapende tribe,

Belgian Congo, before 1830 (31)
* 98. Standard mask; wood; Bayaka tribe, Bel-

gian Congo, before 1830 (31)

99. Hood mask with totem figure; wood;
Bayaka tribe, Belgian Congo, before 1830

(31)
*100. Death mask; painted wood; Loango, Ga-

bun (37)
*101. Janus-faced mask; antelope hide; Ekoi

tribe, Cameroons (12)

102. Gorilla mask; wood; Cameroon grasslands,

before 1900 (18)
*103. Two girdle masks; bronze; Benin, South-

ern Nigeria, 17th century (37)
*104. Mask of a man with totem figure; Yortlba

tribe, Dahomey (37)

105. Ceremonial mask; painted wood; Yoruba
tribe, Dahomey (8)

*106. Ceremonial mask of a man with head-
dress; painted wood; Dahomey (37)
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107. Women's secret society mask; wood; Ibo

tribe, Southern Nigeria (8)

*108. Ancestor cult mask; wood; Baoule tribe,

Ivory Coast (31)

109. Ancestor cult mask; wood; Baoule tribe,

Ivory Coast (37)

*110. Animal mask (gazelle or deer); painted

wood; Guro tribe, Ivory Coast (37)

111. Women's secret society mask; wood; Sen-

ufu tribe, Ivory Coast (8)

112. Horned mask; wood; Tagwana tribe,

Ivory Coast (37)

113. Portrait mask of a beautiful woman; wood
and woven grass; Dan tribe, Liberia (18)

114. Poro secret society mask; wood; Liberia

(14)

*115. Poro women s secret society mask; wood;

Guinea Coast (14)

116. Miniature mask; wood; Liberia (2)

*117. Bundu women's secret society mask; wood;

Mendi tribe, Sierra Leone (31)

*118. Women's secret society mask; wood; Sierra

Leone (37)

119. Women's secret society mask; wood; Sierra

Leone (37)

*120. Animal mask; wood; Sierra Leone (37)

AMERICAN INDIAN

121. False-face society mask; wood and hair;

Iroquois (1)

*122. False-face society mask, pig face; wood
and hair; Mohawk tribe, Iroquois nation

(1)

*123. Gadji'sa, "Bushy Heads ; woven corn

husks; Onondaga tribe, Iroquois nation

(15)

124. Tragic mask, "Hose'dq"; wood; Onondaga
tribe, Iroquois nation, about 1750 (24)

125. Tragic mask, "Hose'dq"; wood and hair;

Onondaga tribe, Iroquois nation (24)

*126. Whistling mask, "Hanq'gaha"; wood and
fur; Onondaga tribe, Iroquois nation (24)

127. Charm mask; wood; Onondaga tribe, Iro-

quois nation (24)

128. Miniature or "sick mask"; wood and hair;

Onondaga tribe, Iroquois nation (15)

129. Three masquettes for a false-face society;

stone; Onondaga tribe, Iroquois nation

(15)

130. Medicine mask; wood, copper and hair;

Seneca tribe, Iroquois nation (21)

* 131. Doctor or medicine mask; wood, tin and
hair; Seneca tribe, Iroquois nation (21)

132. False-face society mask; wood, tin and
hair; Seneca tribe, Iroquois nation (1)

133. Mask representing a white man; wood;
Seneca tribe, Iroquois nation (21)

134. Corn-husk mask; woven corn husks and
cloth; Cayuga tribe, Iroquois nation (21)

135. Ceremonial mask; painted hide; Anahoho
tribe, Pueblo Indians (8)

136. Ceremonial mask; buffalo hide; Pueblo
Indians, Jemez, New Mexico (21)

137. Ceremonial mask; painted hide and wood;
Zuni tribe, Pueblo Indians (8)
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138. Kyaklo mask; painted hide, hair, wool

and feathers; Zuni tribe, Pueblo Indians

(21)
•139. Ceremonial mask; painted canvas, wool

and feathers; Zuni tribe, Pueblo Indians

(37)

140. Ceremonial mask; painted hide and hair;

Navaho Indians, Arizona (8)

*141. Gourd mask; painted pink, white, and
black; Hopi Indians, Shipalovi, Arizona

(21)

142. Mask representing Kokoleh Kachina;

painted hide and feathers; Hopi Indians,

Oraibi, Arizona (21)

143. Snow Kachina doll; painted wood; Hopi
Indians, Arizona (37)

144. Kachina doll, Shalako maiden; painted

wood; Hopi Indians, Arizona (37)

*145. Mask of a human face; painted wood;
Quileute Indians, Washington (21)

*146. Mask of a human face; painted wood;
Nootka Indians, Vancouver Island, British

Columbia (21)

147. Demon mask; wood and hair; Kwakiutl

Indians, Vancouver Island, British Co-

lumbia (1)

*148. Man-eater mask; wood and cedar bark;

Kwakiutl Indians, Vancouver Island, Brit-

ish Columbia (21)

149. Colossal mask of a human face; wood;

Bella Coola Indians, British Columbia (1)

150. Puffin mask; painted wood and leather;

Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Island,

British Columbia (1)

151. Mask of a human face; wood; Haida In-

dians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British

Columbia (21)

*152. Mask representing a bear's head; wood;
Kitksan Indians, Skeena River, Central

British Columbia (21)

153. Mask representing a good-natured man;
painted wood; Nishka Indians, Aw-kee-

dae, Nass River, British Columbia (21)

154. Headdress mask of a brown bear; wood
and abalone shell; Nishka Indians, Kit-

lagh-darnoks, Upper Nass River, British

Columbia (21)

*155. Death's head mask; wood and quills;

Tlingit (?) Indians, Southern Alaska (1)

156. Headdress mask, part human, part bird;

painted wood; Tlingit Indians, Sitka,

Alaska (21)

157. Shaman's forehead mask; painted wood;
Tlingit Indians, Southern Alaska (21)

158. Mask representing the spirit of the sun;

painted wood; Tlingit Indians, Sitka,

Alaska (21)

159. Shaman's headdress mask representing an

owl's head; painted wood; Chilkat In-

dians, Kluckwan, Alaska (21)

160. Mask representing Young Avanak, the son

of Avanak; painted wood and feathers;

Eskimo Indians, near Bethel, Kuskokwim
River, Alaska (21)



161. Mask representing a bird's head; painted

wood and feathers; Eskimo Indians, Good
News Bay, Alaska (21)

162. Ceremonial mask; painted wood; Eskimo
Indians, Hooper Bay region, Alaska (37)

163. Finger mask; wood, fur and feathers;

Eskimo Indians, Alaska (37)

164. Finger mask; painted wood; Eskimo In-

dians, Kuskokwim River, Alaska (37)

*165. Ceremonial mask of a seal's head; wood
and reeds; Nunivak tribe, Eskimo Indians,

Nunivak Island, Alaska (37)

EUROPE TO THE PRESENT DAY

166. Religious mask of a woman's head; wood;
Italy, 18th century (7)

*167. Religious mask of a saint (?) ; wood;
Italy, 18th century (7)

168. Commedia dell' Arte puppets; wood and
cloth; Italy, 18th century (10)

169. Half-face mask, Commedia dell' Arte type;

molded linen; Venice, Italy (29)

170. Mask of an old man; molded linen; Ven-
ice, Italy (29)

171. Figurine; "The Lawyer," from the Com-
media dell' Arte; porcelain; modelled by

J. J. Kaendler, Meissen, Germany, about

1740 (38)

172. Figurine of a masked gallant; porcelain

with over-glaze decoration; Ludwigsburg,

Germany, about 1760 (10)

*173. Two figurines, "Woman Unmasking" and
" 'Turk' Unmasking"; porcelain; Hoechst,

Germany, 1765-1770 (42)

174. Life mask of Ludwig van Beethoven;

bronze; Germany, early 19th century (28)

*175. Portrait mask of Mary Wigman; porce-

lain; by Victor Magito; Meissen factory,

Dresden, Germany, 1931 (19)

176. Comic mask, carnival type; paper compo-
sition; Germany, 1950 (39)

177. Domino and half-masks; cloth; Germany,
1951 (39)

178. Comedy masks, carnival type; wax; Ger-

many, 1951 (39)

*179. Mask of a "Thaurer Zottler"; wood, with

costume accessories; Austrian Tyrol, about

1900 (36)

180. Festival mask of an old man; wood; Aus-

trian Tyrol (20)

181. Festival mask of a bearded man; wood;
Austrian Tyrol (20)

182. Festival mask of a witch; wood and cloth;

Switzerland (1)

*183. Festival mask of an old woman; wood and
cloth; Switzerland (1)

184. "Africa," decoration for a fountain; mar-
ble; France, 18th century (10)

185. Death mask of Napoleon; bronze; taken
by Dr. Francois Antommarchi, 1821,

France (28)

186. Life mask of David Garrick; plaster;

England, 18th century (28)

UNITED STATES TO THE PRESENT DAY
187. Theatrical mask, "Voodoo"; papier-mach£;

New York City, 1938 (2)

188. Sign of the Zodiac, "Scorpio"; painted

wood; by Peter Williams, New York City,

about 1930 (2)

189. "The Fox," mask from the ballet Renard;
painted chamois; by Esteban Frances,

New York City, contemporary (3)

190. "Abraham Lincoln" (unfinished) ; glued
paper; by W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New
York City (4)

*191. "A Sad Negro"; glued paper and lacquer;

by W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New York
City (4)

192. "Bird of Prey"; glued paper and lacquer;

by W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New York
City (4)

* 193. "Furia"; glued paper and lacquer; by
W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New York City

(4)

194. "The Blue Demon"; glued paper and lac-

quer; by W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New
York City (4)

195. "Long Eyes"; glued paper and lacquer; by
W. T. Benda (1873-1948) , New York City

(4)

196. "Gloria Swanson"; papier-mach£; made
by The Remo Bufano Studios, Inc., New
York City, 1950 (9)

197. Tragic mask; papier-mache
1

and net; de-

signed and made by Remo Bufano, New
York City, contemporary (9)

198. "Man of Distinction"; painted chamois
and feathers; by Julio de Diego, New York
City, 1946 (11)

199. "Bug" mask; painted chamois and feath-

ers; by Julio de Diego, New York City,

1950 (11)

200. Miniature mask of a tragic face; painted
wood; by Ralph Chesse, San Francisco,

California, contemporary (20)

201. "Southwest Wind, Esq."; molded plastic

wood; by Perry Dilley, San Francisco,

California, contemporary (20)

202. Dance mask, "The Cat"; glued paper and
lacquer; by Margaret Severn, New York
City, contemporary (33)

203. Dance mask, "Hysteria"; glued paper and
lacquer; by Margaret Severn, New York
City, contemporary (33)

204. Dance mask, "Rosebud"; glued paper and
lacquer; by Margaret Severn, New York
City, contemporary (33)

205. Theatrical mask, Congo type from "All

God's Chillun"; papier-machd; by Wil-
liam Stahl, Provincetown, Massachusetts,

contemporary (34)

206. Theatrical mask from "The Great God
Brown"; papier-mach£; by William Stahl,

Provincetown, Massachusetts, contempo-
rary (34)

207. "Eugene O'Neill"; papier-mach^; by Wil-
liam Stahl, Provincetown, Massachusetts,
contemporary (34)
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208. Dance mask, "Dragon"; papier-mache and
rubber; by Frank Paris, New York City,

1949 (25)

*209. "Mask for Hiding the Blotches of Hives";

linen embroidered with wool; made in

Lisbon, Portugal, 1939, by Eve Peri, New
York City (27)

210. Carnival mask, clown's head; papier-

mSche; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1948

(39)

211. "Sea Horse" carnival mask; papier-macW;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1950 (39)

PAINTINGS, PRINTS AND DRAWINGS

212. Etching, aquatint; "Pehriska-Ruhpa:

Manitarri Warrior in Costume of the Dog
Dance," by Karl Bodmer (1809-1893) ,

from "Travels in the Interior of North
America," by Prince Maximilian Alex-

ander Philipp of Wied-Neuwied, London,

1844 (6)

213. Engraving, mask held by two genii; by

Hans Sebald Beham (1500-1550), Ger-

many, 1544 (10)

214. Engraving, ornament with a mask; by

Hans Sebald Beham (1500-1550), Ger-

many, 1544 (10)

215. Etching, "Lady Wearing a Mask"; by
Jacques Callot (1592-1635) , France, about
1630 (10)

216. Drawing, "A Costume Ball"; by Jean-

Charles Delafosse (1734-1789), France,

about 1760 (10)

217. Counter proof drawing, "The Proposal";

France, about 1725 (10)

218. Wood-block print, "Numazu" (Evening) ;

by Hiroshige (1797-1858), Japan, 1834

(10)

219. Two paintings, "Harlequin" and "Lady
in Harlequin Dress"; oil on canvas; Italy,

18th century (10)

220. Etching, "Dancing, You Will Lose More
than You Think"; Italy, late 18th cen-

tury (10)

221. Drawing of a Venetian street scene; Italy,

1795-1800 (10)

222. Drawings of designs for architectural

masks; by Petronio Tadolini (1727-1813) ,

Italy, 1772-1775 (10)

223. Mezzotint, "The Mask," after a painting

by Sir Joshua Reynolds; by Charles Tur-
ner (1774-1857) , England, 1823 (10)

224. Color lithograph, "Memorial"; by Benton
Spruance, United States, 1950 (30)

225. Drawing of masks for "The Great God
Brown"; ink and wash; by William Stahl,

Provincetown, Massachusetts, contempo-

rary (34)

226. Etching, "Les masques intrigues"; by

James Ensor (1860-1949) , Belgium, con-

temporary (41)

227. Color lithograph of carnival costumes; by

Carlos Merida (1893- ) , Mexico (41)

228. Lithograph, "Death Masks"; by Alfredo

Zalce (1908- ) , Mexico (41)
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New York, Macmillan, 1935.

Knoedler, M. fe Company. Life masks of noted
Americans of 1825 by John H. I. Browere.
Exhibition February 12 to 24, 1940. New
York, 1940.

Regnier, Marie L. A. de. Les masques et les

personnages de la comedie italienne . . . inter-

prates par Brunelleschi. Paris, Journal des

dames et des modes, 1914.

Ritz, Joseph M., ed. Siiddeutsche Volkskunst.

Miinchen, Callwey, 1938.

Sand, Maurice. The history of the harlequinade.
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Jo the Exhibition

The American Museum of

Natural History (1)

Bil Baird (2)

Ballet Society, Inc. (3)
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The Honorable
Robert Woods Bliss (5)

E. Maurice Bloch (6)

The Brander Mathews Dramatic
Museum, Columbia Univer-

sity (7)

The Brooklyn Museum (8)

Remo Bufano Studios, Inc. (9)

The Cooper Union Museum (10)

Julio de Diego (11)

Kurt Delbanco (12)

Drey Gallery (13)

Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Elisofon (14)

Stanley M. Gifford (15)

Mrs. Jean Hebbeln (16)

Susumu Hirota (17)

Dr. Ralph Linton (18)

David McKibbin (19)

Collection of the late

Paul McPharlin (20)

The Museum of the American

Indian, Heye Foundation (21)
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Donald Oenslager (23)

The Onondaga Historical

Association (24)

Frank Paris (25)

Peabody Museum of Archaeology
and Ethnology, Harvard
University (26)

Miss Eve Peri (27)

The Laurence Hutton Collection,

Princeton University

Library (28)

Robert G. Reed (29)

Frank Rehn Gallery (30)

Segy Gallery (31)

Ladislas Segy (32)

Miss Margaret Severn (33)

William Stahl (34)

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

S. Stein (35)

Tiroler Volskunstmuseum,

Innsbruck, Austria (36)

The University Museum,
University of Pennsylvania (37)

Irwin Untermeyer (38)

Van Horn and Son, Inc. (39)

The Wassermann Collection (40)

The Weyhe Gallery (41)
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